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Welcome to the IBM Education Assistant module for Tivoli® Storage Manager version 6.2 

database sizing. 
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When you complete this module, you can describe space requirements for the Tivoli 

Storage Manager 6.2 database. You can explain how the Tivoli Storage Manager 6.2 

database space is managed. 
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During this presentation, all references to database are the Tivoli Storage Manager 

version 6.2 database. 

- The Tivoli Storage Manager database contains information that is needed for server 

operations and information about client data that has been backed up, archived, and 

space-managed. The database does not store client data. Instead, the database points to 

the locations of the client files in the storage pools. 

- The DB2 database is embedded in Tivoli Storage Manager V6 and does not require a 

separate installation or DB2 administration skills. It is packaged, installed, and serviced 

with Tivoli Storage Manager. 

- Using DB2 as the Tivoli Storage Manager database enables next-generation 

management, scalability, availability, and performance. The maximum supported database 

size is up to 2 TB. A single Tivoli Storage Manager server can manage as many as 

1,000,000,000 objects. 
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The server uses the Tivoli Storage Manager database to manage information about client 

files. 

The recovery log ensures consistency and availability of the database. 
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The server uses the recovery log as a scratch pad for the database. The log records 

information about client and server actions while the actions are being performed. The log 

keeps all transactions since the last database backup. 

- The two recovery logs are the active log and the archive log. 

- The recovery log helps ensure that a failure does not leave the database in an 

inconsistent state. The recovery log is also necessary for restoring the database. 

- All changes made to the database since the last database backup are saved in the 

recovery log. With an intact recovery log, you can recover the database up to its most 

current state (the point when the database was lost). 

- Frequent database backups reduce recovery log storage requirements. After a backup is 

completed, recovery log records that precede the backup are deleted. 
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The active log must be large enough to hold the largest concurrent workload that the 

server might encounter. It must be able to store the data that represents in-flight 

transactions for the largest concurrent workload that the server supports. 

- The active log is a fixed-size, non-circular log, composed of 512 MB files. A log file 

cannot be deleted until all transactions in it end. 

- DB2 creates a new log file, then deletes the old one. This action requires 512 MB of free 

space in active log directory. Active log files are copied to archive log directory after the 

log is full. Transactions might still be active when the log is archived. 
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The archive log is used as a storage repository for log files that were previously active and 

no longer contain references for in-flight transactions. After a log file in the active log 

directory is no longer referenced by an in-flight transaction, that file moves to the archive 

log directory. The movement of log files from the active log directory to the archive log 

directory occurs automatically. 

- The archive log is included in database backups, and is used for roll-forward recovery of 

the database. At the end of a full database backup, space is recovered by the automatic 

pruning of older archive log files that are no longer needed. The archive log files that are 

included in a backup are automatically pruned after two more full database backups have 

completed. 

- If the archive log directory is full, active log files cannot be copied. If active log files 

cannot be copied, they cannot be deleted. This leads to out-of-log space in the active log. 

It is very important that this directory does not fill up. The failover archive log directory is 

used, if defined. 
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When a transaction occurs, the Tivoli Storage Manager server performs these actions: 

1. It reads a database page into the database buffer and updates it. A page is a 4096 byte 

block that transfers as a unit between memory and disk storage. 

2. A transaction commit occurs. It writes a transaction log record to the recovery log. It 

describes the action that is occurring and associates it with the database page in case the 

database page requires rollback during recovery. 

3. The Tivoli Storage Manager database updates. The database page is written to the 

database, releasing it from the buffer pool. The page remains in the buffer pool until buffer 

space is needed for another page. 

Note: A transaction can contain more than one file or directory. This is called a transaction 

group. Tivoli Storage Manager provides a TXNGROUPMAX server option so that you can 

specify the number of files or directories contained within a transaction group. You can 

affect the performance of client backup, archive, restore, and retrieve operations by using 

a larger value for the TXNGROUPMAX option. You can use the TXNGROUPMAX option 

to increase performance when Tivoli Storage Manager writes to tape. This performance 

can be considerable when a user transfers multiple small files. Be sure to monitor the 

effects on the recovery log if you increase the value of TXNGROUPMAX by a large 

amount. The larger value can increase utilization of the recovery log and the length of time 

for a transaction to commit. 
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The size of your Tivoli Storage Manager database depends on these factors: 

- The number of client files to be stored. 

- The number of versions of backed up files you keep. 

- Whether you use caching. 

Note: You create and designate directories or drives that the server can use for the 

database. Afterwards, the database manager, which is part of the server, automatically 

manages the space available to the directories as database space. 

- Locate the database on fast reliable storage, such as Redundant Array of Independent 

Disks (RAID) hardware. 

- Do not place the database in directories that might run out of space. 

- Locate the directories across different physical devices (separate LUNs). 
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If space for the recovery log is limited, you might need to perform more frequent full 

backups of the database so that the automatic pruning operation can recover the space. 

- The size of the archive log depends on the number of objects stored by client nodes over 

the period of time between full backups of the database. A full backup of the database 

causes obsolete archive log files to be pruned, to recover space. 

- The archive log files that are included in a backup are automatically pruned after one full 

database backup has completed. It is important to maintain adequate space for the 

archive log directory. If the drive or file system where the archive log directory is located 

becomes full and there is no archive failover log directory, the data remains in the active 

log directory. This condition can cause the active log to fill up, which causes the server to 

stop. 

- For simple backup and archive activity with no data deduplication, 20 GB for the active 

log is adequate. If you use data deduplication, and if you deduplicate large objects (for 

example, image backups), use an active log size that is 20% of the database size. 

- Raw logical volumes are not supported. If you are upgrading from a system that used 

raw logical volumes for the database or logs, you can reuse those volumes for storage 

pool space. 
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If you cannot estimate the numbers of files, you can roughly estimate the database size as 

from 1% to 5% of the required server storage space. For example, if you need 1,000 GB 

of server storage, your database should be between 10 GB and 50 GB. 
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Adding a new database directory after the initial load causes a database reorganization to 

occur, which is time-consuming and can result in server down time. 
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In this example, the computations are probable maximums. The numbers are not based 

on the use of file aggregation. The more that small files are aggregated, the less database 

space that is required. 
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When using cache, consider these advantages and disadvantages: 

- When cache is enabled, the migration process leaves duplicate copies of files behind 

after the server migrates these files to the next storage pool in the hierarchy. 

- Using cache can improve the speed that the server retrieves some files with. Consider 

enabling cache for space-managed files that clients frequently access. If you need space 

for storing new data in the disk storage pool, cached files are erased, and the space is 

used for those new files. 

- Using cache can require more space for the server database because the server 

maintains two copies of the file. If you want to use caching, you cannot also enable 

shredding for that disk storage pool. 
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The size of the database depends on the number of client files to be stored and the 

method that the server manages them with. If you can estimate the maximum number of 

files that might be in server storage at any time, you can estimate the database size from 

this information: 

- Each stored version of a file requires about 400 to 600 bytes of database space. 

- Each cached or copy storage pool file requires about 100 to 200 bytes of database 

space. 

- Overhead can require up to 25% in additional space. 

Note: The Administrator’s Guide for your platform has more information about how to size 

your database. 
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If you use the active log mirror, it increases to the new size of the active log. 
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You can view database and recovery log space usage in the Administration Center. This 

page displays the same information that you can obtain by using the query dbspace and 

query log commands. 
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You can use the Administration Center to add database space while the server runs. 
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Information about the database can be displayed on the service console and in the activity 

log. You can set the level of that information by issuing the set dbreportmode command. 

Three options for the dbreportmode command are as follows: 

- NONE: No diagnostic information is displayed 

- FULL: All diagnostic information is displayed 

- PARTIAL (the default): Only exceptions that might represent errors are displayed
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This concludes the IBM Education Assistant module for Tivoli Storage Manager version 

6.2 database sizing. 

Now that this module is completed, you can perform these tasks: 

- Describe space requirements for the Tivoli Storage Manager 6.2 database 

- Explain how the Tivoli Storage Manager 6.2 database space is managed 
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